
Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

MONIKA XESS
FUNDULDIHARI WARD NO.8 LAKRAPARA, AMBIKAPUR,
SURGUJA, CHHATTISGARH, 497001

Father's/Husband's Name :

THOMAS XESS

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 11010025

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 26/12/1988

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

PRINCE KASHYAP
NEW BASTI NEAR SAMUDAYIK BHAWAN, DARRIPARA,
AMBIKAPUR,
SURGUJA, CHHATTISGARH, 497001

Father's/Husband's Name :

VIJAY KUMAR KASHYAP

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 11010054

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 04/01/1992

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

PRASHANT SAHU
8/11K, GAYA VIHAR, BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001

Father's/Husband's Name :

SHATRUHAN LAL SAHU

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13010023

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 13/10/1994

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

SACHENDRA KUMAR DHIWAR
FRONT OF NEW NAGAR PALIKA, NEAR BUS STAND,
SHANKAR NAGAR, CHAMPA,
JANJGIR-CHAMPA, CHHATTISGARH, 495671

Father's/Husband's Name :

CHAMRA RAM DHIWAR

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13010116

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 27/11/1988

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

ABHISHEK PATEL
S/O AMRIT LAL PATEL, AJIT TAILOR GALI, VINOBANAGAR,
RAIGARH, CHHATTISGARH, 496001

Father's/Husband's Name :

AMRIT LAL PATEL

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13010130

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 02/09/1988

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

SIDDHARTH TIWARI
S/O SANTOSH TIWARI, RIVER VIEW COLONY, KONI,
BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495009

Father's/Husband's Name :

SANGEETA TIWARI

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13010323

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 01/04/1994

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

PRERNA VERMA
843 TYPE B, 843/B/3 BALCO NAGAR KORBA, KORBA,
KORBA, CHHATTISGARH, 495684

Father's/Husband's Name :

VIRENDRA KUMAR VERMA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13020041

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 09/11/1989

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

PRACHI GUPTA
FLAT NO. 307, SHIDHHA SHIKHAR VISTAR, SHANTI NAGAR,
BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001

Father's/Husband's Name :

SANJAY GUPTA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13020055

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 04/01/1996

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

KIRAN SAHU
Q.NO.N-3, C/O VISHWANATH SAHU Q.NO. N-3 GULMOHAR
COMPLEX, ARASMETA,
JANJGIR-CHAMPA, CHHATTISGARH, 495663

Father's/Husband's Name :

VISHWANATH SAHU

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13020062

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 23/08/1991

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

SNIGDHA ROY
GURU KRIPA BEHIND SAI DARBAR SHRIKANT VERMA
MARG, BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001

Father's/Husband's Name :

JAYANT KUMAR ROY

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 13020089

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 13/03/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

VIPIN KUMAR BHUARYA
467/48 MAITRI NAGAR RISALI, NEAR MAHAMAYA FUELS,
BHILAI,
DURG, CHHATTISGARH, 490006

Father's/Husband's Name :

SUBHADRA BHUARYA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 16010012

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 28/07/1989

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

ADARSH KUMAR SONI
FLAT NO. 303-D BLOCK, PRINCESS PRIDE, HARI OM NAGAR,
RAJNANDGAON,
RAJNANDGAON, CHHATTISGARH, 491441

Father's/Husband's Name :

MANOJ USTAN

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 16010036

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 03/09/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

AMIT TAGORE
TYPE-3/12,BSNL COLONY, SECTOR 5, BHILAI,
DURG, CHHATTISGARH, 490006

Father's/Husband's Name :

RAM NARAYAN TAGORE

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 16010234

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 30/10/1988

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

DHANALAL
MAIN ROAD, RINGNI,
JANJGIR-CHAMPA, CHHATTISGARH, 495556

Father's/Husband's Name :

DAYARAM

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 17010012

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 10/12/1989

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

GANESH RAM NAYAK
56, AGHARI PARA 1, BHAIROPUR,
MAHASAMUND, CHHATTISGARH, 492112

Father's/Husband's Name :

BHAGEERATHEE NAYAK

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010010

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 17/12/1990

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

CHANDAN LAL SAHU
VILL-TIWARAIYA , P.O/THANA - DHARSIWAN,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 493221

Father's/Husband's Name :

DHANI RAM SAHU

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010027

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 13/03/1997

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

NAVEEN KUMAR VAISHNAV
VAISHNAV TV CENTRE, NAVIN BAZAR, BEMETARA,
BEMETARA, CHHATTISGARH, 491335

Father's/Husband's Name :

UMASHANKAR VAISHNAV

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010031

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 11/07/1992

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

RAJENDRA KUMAR BHAGAT
G6, CIVIL LINE, KANKER,
KANKER, CHHATTISGARH, 494334

Father's/Husband's Name :

PREM KUMAR BHAGAT

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010059

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 31/08/1989

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

AJAY KUMAR DHIWAR
RAMBAGH CHOWK, DHAMTARI,
DHAMTARI, CHHATTISGARH, 493773

Father's/Husband's Name :

DWARIKA RAM DHIWAR

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010066

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 12/03/1986

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

AAKANKSHA PANDEY
NEAR RAMKALI BADA KARGIL CHOWK, BALRAM TALKIES
ROAD RAVI NAGAR, BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001

Father's/Husband's Name :

AKHILESH SHARMA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010137

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 30/07/1989

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

SAURABH SHRIVAS
3/3, MARWAHI ROAD, BANDHI,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495119

Father's/Husband's Name :

PRAVIN KUMAR SHRIVAS

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010141

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 02/10/1996

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

RAJESHWARI NETAM
75, AWASPARA , WARD NO. 15, HALBA BLOCK CHARAMA,
KANKER, CHHATTISGARH, 494337

Father's/Husband's Name :

YASHODA NETAM

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010196

Gender - FEMALE

Date of Birth - 16/03/1990

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

ATUL XALXO
DHANGERDEEPA SHANKAR NAGAR, RAIGARH,
RAIGARH, CHHATTISGARH, 496001

Father's/Husband's Name :

CHETRAM XALXO

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010215

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 25/03/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

ANUPAM DUNGDUNG
GIRLS COLLEGE ROAD, JASHPUR,
JASHPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 496331

Father's/Husband's Name :

TERCITIUS DUNGDUNG

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010216

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 06/12/1987

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

KAMLESH KUMAR VERMA
11, RAIPUR,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492008

Father's/Husband's Name :

KAUSHAL VERMA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25010272

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 23/06/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

SOURABH EKKA
10/286, DHAMDHA ROAD, SHANKAR NAGAR, KUMHARI,
DURG, CHHATTISGARH, 490042

Father's/Husband's Name :

SUDHIR EKKA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020034

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 18/09/1986

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

ANURAG THAKUR
FLAT 501, BLOCK 36, SECTOR 27, NAYA RAIPUR, RAIPUR,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492001

Father's/Husband's Name :

THAN SINGH THAKUR

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020088

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 14/10/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

TARUN LAL AMARIYA
C/O- RAVINDRANATH MISHRA, SECTOR-3, NEAR
ELECTRICITY OFFICE, SHIVANAND NAGAR,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492008

Father's/Husband's Name :

KALYAN SINGH AMARIYA

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020177

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 03/07/1982

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

NISHANT YADAV
HOUSE NO 945 WARD NO 7, OM NAGER JARAHABHATA,
BILASPUR,
BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001

Father's/Husband's Name :

NAND KUMAR YADAV

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020196

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 25/11/1981

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

HEMANT PATEL
EWS 631 VAISHALI NAGAR BHILAI, BHILAI, BHILAI,
DURG, CHHATTISGARH, 490023

Father's/Husband's Name :

DEV KUMAR PATEL

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020200

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 19/12/1987

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******



Name (ID) : ..................................................................................... Number:.............................................................................
(Aadhaar Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License etc.)

Date of Skill Test : 16th December, 2019 (Monday)
Time

Reporting Time Entry Close Exam Timing
8:30 AM 9:00 AM 9:30 AM to 11:00 AM

Issuing Authority

Note:- The candidate must bring the identity proof in original with a photocopy of Aadhar card/Voter ID /Driving License etc.,
           Photocopy and Admit Card must be submitted to the invigilator mentioning your Roll No. and Signature therein at the
            time of Skill Test.

Continue...

HIGH COURT OF CHHATTISGARH, BILASPUR

ADMIT-CARD

Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Candidate's Name & Address :-

DEEPAK NAYAK
E/21, SHIVA NAND NAGR SEC-3 NEAR AGRWAAL KIRANA
STORE, RAIPUR,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492008

Father's/Husband's Name :

BALDEV PRASAD NAYAK

Examination Centre :

Chhattisgarh State Judicial Academy,
High Court Premises, Chhatauna Road,
Bodri, Bilaspur (C.G.),Pin 495220

Roll No. - 25020204

Gender - MALE

Date of Birth - 28/12/1995

(Affix self attested recent
passport size colour

photograph here)

Candidate's Signature & Thumb Impression
(NOTE: Left Thumb for Male/Right Thumb for Female)

Thumb ImpressionSignature of the candidate

Chairman of the Sub-Committee



IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Syllabus for Skill Test for the post of Assistant Programmer is as below :-

Assistant Programmer

Assistant Programmer

Programming knowledge of PHP
Database Postgres SQL, Shell Script.

(Total Marks for Skill Test : 50 Marks)

Exam Pattern

Post No. of Questions Total Marks

Assistant Programmer
26 Questions of 1 mark each

12 Questions of 2 mark each
50 Marks

   The Unreserved candidates shall have to secure minimum 50% marks and S.C., S.T. & O.B.C. category
candidates shall have to secure minimum 40% marks for qualifying the skill test mentioned above.
    The merit list of qualifying candidates will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by them in
written examination and skill test and according to merit 01:03 candidates will be called for interview in
each category.
    The select lists will be prepared on the basis of total marks obtained by the candidates in the respective
written, skill test & Interview.

2. The candidates candidature is purely provisional, hence, prior to appearing the above tests, he/she must
ensure that he/she fulfills all the eligibility criteria as published in advertisement & concerned recruitment
rules. In case it is found that candidate suppressed or given any wrong information, or does not fulfill the
eligibility criteria, his/her candidature will be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or appointment.

3. The candidate is not required to bring his/her original testimonials at the time of skill test. The documents
verification will be done at the time of interview and if the documents are not found in order, his/her
selection/ appointment will be cancelled.

4. Being in the list of eligible candidates and issuance of admit card does not mean that the candidate is
eligible in all respect.

5. The candidate will have to make his/her own arrangements for travel, transportation, stay, lodging and
boarding etc.

6. The candidate is required to show his/her admit card.

7. The candidate must bring blue ball point pen and pencil.

8. Candidate will not be admitted for the exam if he/she reports at the center after the reporting Time.

9. The date & time of Skill Test can be changed in case of any exigency.

10. The candidates are not allowed to bring cell phone or any electronic device in the examination hall.

11. All the candidates are required to follow strictly the above instructions and all such instructions given by
the In charge / head of center / Invigilator from time to time.

12. Please do not write anything extra (Sign, mark, symbol, any things suggestive of identification) in your
answer sheets except what is asked for otherwise your candidature shall be disqualified.

13. Use of any unfair means shall disqualify the candidature in addition to other action required to be taken.



Instructions regarding exam:-

1. The clock has been set at the server and count down timer at the top right corner of the screen will display
left out time.

2. To go to a question, click on the question number in the Question Palette on the right-hand side of the
screen.

3. Click one of the answer option buttons to select your answer.

4. To change an answer, simply click the desired option button.

5. Click on SAVE & NEXT to save the answer before moving to the next question. The next question will
automatically be displayed.

6. The color-coded diagram on the right side of the screen shows the status of the questions

Green: Indicates total attempted questions.

White: Indicates total Not attempted questions.

Red:Indicates the current question.

Blue: Indicates attempted and reviewed questions.

Violet: Indicates Not attempted and reviewed questions

Only the answered questions (saved) will be considered for calculating the final score.

7. When the time left becomes 0, then your assessment will be submitted by default, and you will not be able
to make any changes.

8. Do Not PRESS any keyboard key once the examination is started. This will LOCK your examination. You
can contact with the examination invigilator to unlock and continue giving the examination.

9. If there is a power failure or network problem while the candidate is attempting the exam, the Candidate
can log in again after the problem is resolved and continue the Examination. Candidate will be allocated
the remaining time and the remaining un-attempted questions.

10. After  the  candidate  starts  the  examination  it  will  end  automatically  after  the  stipulated  time  elapses
provided the candidate must be logged in to the examination system during the time elapses.

11. Candidate is required to be seated for the complete duration of the exam.

12. Once the examination time is up, she/he will not be able to attempt it again.

13. Candidate needs to complete the examination in the mentioned time only. Extension in time is not allowed.

******


